The visual representation of TIME
Ritual
A regularly repeated act over time in a set precise manner.

Memory
Recalling or remembering an important event in time
What Do You Do Daily

TAKE COMFORT IN RITUALS
You are what you do, not what you say you do
- Carl Gustav Jung

We are what we repeatedly do.
- Aristotle
How can you turn your daily rituals into artistic expression?
Triptych

The concept of TIME is best presented through a series of images - think comicbook or a set of directions for a procedure.

A series of 3 images that work together is called a TRIPTYCH.
Morning Procedure by Jia Belanger
Gum Ritual by Gabi Seidensticker
What Dentists Make Us Do by Abby Gawrych
Morning Ritual by Courtney Storlie
What’s Your Most Vivid Memory?
MEMORY IS IDENTITY

You are what you have done.
What you have done is in your memory.
What you remember defines who you are.
Memories of Sesame Street by Lucas Eagerer
Fishing Memory by Caleb Spring
A Birthday Memory by Danielle Breitenstein
FOR THIS PROJECT

Find a way to visually represent a vivid MEMORY or a RITUAL

Do some reflection and make some lists, research and sketch, because...

At the end of the project you will have to explain how a memory or ritual can be found in your artwork